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The STAR Collaboration at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider presents a systematic study of high-transverse-
momentum charged-di-hadron correlations at small azimuthal pair separation φ in d + Au and central Au + Au
collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV. Significant correlated yield for pairs with large longitudinal separation η is
observed in central Au + Au collisions, in contrast to d + Au collisions. The associated yield distribution in
η×φ can be decomposed into a narrow jet-like peak at small angular separation which has a similar shape
to that found in d + Au collisions, and a component that is narrow in φ and depends only weakly on η,
the “ridge.” Using two systematically independent determinations of the background normalization and shape,
finite ridge yield is found to persist for trigger pt > 6 GeV/c, indicating that it is correlated with jet production.
The transverse-momentum spectrum of hadrons comprising the ridge is found to be similar to that of bulk particle
production in the measured range (2 < pt < 4 GeV/c).
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.80.064912 PACS number(s): 25.75.Gz
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I. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of inclusive hadron suppression [1,2] and
di-hadron azimuthal correlations [3–5] in ultrarelativistic
nuclear collisions have provided important insights into the
properties of hot quantum chromodynamic (QCD) matter
[6–9]. In particular, the high-transverse-momentum (high-pt )
suppression [5] and low-pt enhancement [4] of the correlated
yield of hadrons recoiling from a high-pt particle (azimuthal
pair separation φ ∼ π ) suggest a dramatic softening of jet
fragmentation in dense matter, arising from strong partonic
energy loss.
Studies of near-side (small-φ) di-hadron correlations
in events containing a “trigger particle” at high pt (>6
GeV/c) reveal a jet-like correlation at small angular separation
(small pseudorapidity pair separation η and small φ),
which is unmodified in central Au + Au collisions relative
to d + Au collisions [5], suggesting that the dominant pro-
duction mechanism is jet fragmentation outside the dense
medium.
At lower trigger momentum, significant near-side cor-
related yield has been observed at large pair separation
(η ∼ 1) [4], whereas, for untriggered correlations, lon-
gitudinal broadening at small η has been seen [10,11].
However, inclusive hadron production at moderate pt <
6 GeV/c in central Au + Au collisions differs significantly
from that observed in more elementary collision systems
[12,13], indicating that jet fragmentation may not be the
dominant hadron production mechanism in the kinematic
region of these studies. For example, the large baryon-to-
meson ratio observed at intermediate pt is generally attributed
to hadron formation by coalescence of constituent quarks
[14,15], which might also affect the di-hadron correlation
structure [16].
This article presents new measurements using the STAR
detector to explore the near-side correlation structure in
Au + Au and d + Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV, with
emphasis on the η shape and high-pt trigger particles. In
central Au + Au collisions, a significant associated yield at
large η is observed for all ptrigt , including p
trig
t > 6 GeV/c,
where jet fragmentation is expected to be the dominant particle
production mechanism. At large ptrigt the near-side correlation
structure can be factored into a jet-like peak, with properties
similar to correlations in p + p collisions, and an elongated
contribution that is approximately independent of η, which
we therefore call the ridge. Similar phenomena have been
observed for lower ptrigt and passoct over a broader interval in
η [17].
Based on earlier measurements and preliminary versions
of some of the results in the present article, several models
have been proposed to explain the observed broadening of the
near-side distributions and the occurrence of the ridge. Models
based on radiative partonic energy loss suggest that the ridge
arises from the coupling of induced gluon radiation with the
longitudinal flow of bulk matter [18], or from the coupling of
radiation to transverse chromomagnetic fields [19,20]. Other
models attribute the ridge to the effect of elastic scattering of
the jet in the flowing medium [21], to medium heating by a
jet [22], to radial flow of bulk matter in coincidence with a jet
trigger bias due to energy loss [23,24], or to long-range rapidity
correlations arising from a color glass condensate (CGC) initial
state [25,26].
To address some of the model expectations, we study not
only the shape of di-hadron correlations in η and φ but
also the pt dependence of the correlated yield. The ridge
yield at high ptrigt is examined using two systematically
independent assessments of the background contribution of
uncorrelated tracks. Comparison is made to d + Au reference
data to quantify the modification of jet fragmentation due to
interactions in the hot medium.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The measurements were carried out by the STAR
Collaboration at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
[27] using 12 million minimum bias d + Au events from
RHIC Run 3, and 13 million central Au + Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV from RHIC Run 4 after event cuts. Trigger-
ing, centrality selection, and tracking used standard STAR
procedures [1,5,28]. Primary-vertex tracks within |η| < 1
were selected for this analysis using standard quality cuts on
the number of hits in the Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
and the distance of closest approach to the primary vertex,
which eliminate fake tracks and ensure sufficient momentum
resolution for high-pt measurements [1,28]. The effect of
track merging is negligible in the kinematic range used in this
analysis.
The central Au + Au events used in this analysis were
selected during data gathering based on signals in the zero-
degree calorimeters (ZDCs) [27] and a cut on the multiplicity
in the central trigger barrel to reject peripheral events. The
trigger selected the most central 12% of the total hadronic cross
section, which we label “central Au + Au” in the following.
The d + Au events used in this analysis were selected using
a minimum bias trigger requiring at least one beam-rapidity
neutron in the ZDC in the Au beam direction (negative
pseudorapidity) accepting 95 ± 3% of the d + Au hadronic
cross section [28].
III. η ×φ DI-HADRON CORRELATIONS
The event-averaged associated hadron distribution, formed
using pairs of charged primary tracks within certain pt
intervals for the trigger and associated particles, is calculated
as
d2N
dφdη
(φ,η) = 1
Ntrig
1
(φ, η,φ,η)
d2Nraw
dφdη
,
(1)
where φ and η are the azimuthal and pseudorapidity
separation of the pair, Ntrig is the number of trigger particles,
and d2Nraw/dφdη is the measured di-hadron distribution.
The factor 1/(φ, η,φ,η) accounts for the reconstruction
efficiency of associated tracks, determined by embedding
simulated single tracks into real events, and for the limited
acceptance in η and TPC sector boundaries in φ, determined
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FIG. 1. Charged-di-hadron distribution [Eq. (1)] for 2 GeV/c < passoct < passoct . Upper left: central Au + Au, 3 < ptrigt < 4 GeV/c; upper
right: central Au + Au, 4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c; lower left: minimum bias d + Au, 3 < ptrigt < 4 GeV/c; lower right: minimum bias d + Au,
4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c. Note the different vertical scales, as well as the suppressed zero in the upper panels.
by event mixing. Associated particles have 2 < passoct <
p
trig
t GeV/c for consistency with previous results [5], except
for a new analysis, which directly compares correlations for
different ptrigt (Section VI A), where 2 < passoct < 4 GeV/c
was used.
Figure 1 shows distributions of the associated particle yield
defined in Eq. (1) for central Au + Au events with triggers
3 < ptrigt < 4 and 4 < p
trig
t < 6 GeV/c (upper panels) and for
d + Au events with the same ptrigt selections (lower panels). A
near-side peak centered on (η,φ) = (0, 0) is evident in all
panels and is consistent with jet fragmentation. In addition, a
significant enhancement of near-side correlated yield is seen
at large η for central Au + Au events but not for d + Au
events: the ridge.
In this analysis we examine the shape of the near-side
associated yield distribution in detail via projections on the
η and φ axes. We characterize the shapes of both the
ridge and the jet-like peak and study the pt dependence of
the ridge and jet-like yields.
IV. RIDGE SHAPE IN η
To study the ridge quantitatively, the di-hadron distribution
is projected onto the η axis in intervals of φ:
dN
dη
∣∣∣∣
a,b
≡
∫ b
a
dφ
d2N
dφdη
; (2)
similarly for projection onto φ:
dN
dφ
∣∣∣∣
a,b
≡
∫
|η|∈[a,b]
dη
d2N
dφdη
. (3)
The contribution to the di-hadron distribution of elliptic
flow (v2) in nuclear collisions [3] is estimated via
Bφ[a, b] ≡ bφ
∫ b
a
dφ
(
1 + 2〈vtrig2 vassoc2 〉 cos 2φ), (4)
where the mean uncorrelated level bφ is fixed by the
assumption of zero correlated yield at the minimum of the
projected distribution, in this case 1.0 < φ < 1.2 (zero
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TABLE I. Values of bφ and bη used for the ZYAM nor-
malization in Eqs. (4) and (6) for different ptrigt windows, with
2 GeV/c < passoct < p
trig
t . Errors are statistical only.
p
trig
t (GeV/c) bφ bη
3–4 0.4302 ± (1 × 10−4) 0.1245 ± (1 × 10−4)
4–5 0.4502 ± (4 × 10−4) 0.1296 ± (3 × 10−4)
5–6 0.4533 ± (8 × 10−4) 0.1295 ± (6 × 10−4)
6–10 0.4508 ± (1 × 10−3) 0.1284 ± (1 × 10−3)
yield at minimum, or ZYAM) [3,4,29,30]. Values of bφ are
given in Table I. The modulation amplitude 〈vtrig2 vassoc2 〉 is
approximated as 〈vtrig2 〉〈vassoc2 〉 using the mean of the event
plane, determined at forward rapidities in the Forward TPCs
[FTPCs; v2{FTPC}(pt )] and four-particle cumulant methods
[v2{4}(pt )] [31] (see Table II). In general, the correlation
structures seen in Fig. 1 also affect the v2 measurement.
In particular the near-side ridge structure may bias the
event-plane determination. This effect is reduced by using
forward-rapidity tracks for the event-plane determination in
the v2{FTPC} method and by using four-particle correlations
in the v2{4} method. The v2{4} method is also sensitive to
v2 fluctuations, which reduce the measured value, and is
therefore used as a lower systematic limit. The v2 systematic
uncertainty is defined using v2{FTPC} as a maximum and
v2{4} as a minimum in each pt bin. An alternative to the
ZYAM procedure is discussed in Section VI A.
The near-side correlated yield within a η interval of width
δ is then
Yslice(η; δ) =
∫ 0.7
−0.7
dφ
(
dN
dφ
∣∣∣∣
η−δ/2,η+δ/2
)
−Bφ[−0.7, 0.7]. (5)
The systematic uncertainty on Yslice (η; δ) includes con-
tributions from v2but not from the ZYAM assumption. The
statistical error of bφ , which is determined independently for
every η interval using the ZYAM procedure [and bη in
Eq. (6)] is included in the error on Yslice (η; δ) [and Yridge in
Eq. (9)].
Figure 2 shows Yslice (η; δ = 0.3) as a function of η;
Yslice is largest around η = 0, as expected from jet fragmen-
tation. However, a significant associated yield is also seen at
large η > 1, for all ptrigt . The systematic uncertainties in
TABLE II. Elliptic flow (v2) values for different ptrigt and
passoct windows, defined as the mean of the FTPC reaction plane
[v2{FTPC}(pt )] and four-particle cumulant methods [v2{4}(pt )] in
central Au + Au collisions (v2(Mean)). Uncertainties are the variation
in v2 from these two approaches.
p
trig
t (GeV/c) v2 (Mean) (%) passoct (GeV/c) v2 (Mean) (%)
3–4 8.5 ± 2.2 2.0–2.5 8.0 ± 1.7
4–5 7.7 ± 1.9 2.5–3.0 8.4 ± 1.9
5–6 6.5 ± 1.5 3.0–3.5 8.5 ± 2.1
6–10 4.6 ± 1.3 3.5–4.0 8.3 ± 2.1
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FIG. 2. Yslice(η; δ = 0.3) [Eq. (5)] for central Au + Au colli-
sions, 2 GeV/c < passoct < p
trig
t , and various p
trig
t vs η; the shaded
bands represents the systematic uncertainties due to v2 (not shown for
6 < ptrigt < 10 GeV/c). The solid and dashed lines represent constant
or linear fit to 1 < |η| < 1.8; only shown for 3 < ptrigt < 4 GeV/c
(see text). Some data points are displaced horizontally for clarity.
the figure are due to the uncertainty of the elliptic flow of
the background, which may be η dependent. The yield at
large η exhibits no significant dependence on η within
the experimental acceptance and the statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
A fit to the three data points at largest |η| in Fig. 2 for
the ptrigt intervals 3–4, 4–6, and 6–10 GeV/c was used to
estimate the total ridge yield using the two assumptions of
no η dependence or linear ridge variation with η. These
two cases delimit the unknown ridge yield at small η. For all
p
trig
t bins, the assumption of linear variation gives an estimated
total ridge yield that is 10–15% larger than the assumption of a
η-independent ridge. The following discussion assumes that
the ridge is independent on η, but the systematic uncertainty
assigned to the ridge yield includes the linear-variation case.
V. CHARACTERIZATION OF JET-LIKE PEAK
Based on these observations, we separate the near-side
projection onto the η axis in a jet-like peak centered at
η = 0 and a η -independent ridge component. Because v2
measured within the acceptance of this analysis has negligible
variation with η [31], the jet-like yield may be written as
dNJ
dη
(η) = dN
dη
∣∣∣∣
−0.7,0.7
− bη, (6)
where the constant background level bη is calculated in the
interval 1.0 < |η| < 1.7. Values of bη are given in Table I.
The jet-like yield can alternatively be defined by projecting
onto the φ axis, assuming negligible jet-like contribution in
|η| > 0.7:
dNJ
dφ
(φ) = dN
dφ
∣∣∣∣
0,0.7
− dN
dφ
∣∣∣∣
0.7,1.4
. (7)
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The left-hand panel of Fig. 3 shows the widths of Gaussian
fits to dNJ /dη and dNJ /dφ versus ptrigt , for both central
Au + Au and d + Au events. At low ptrigt the jet-like peak is
significantly broadened in Au + Au relative to d + Au. Similar
broadening has been observed previously at low ptrigt [4,10].
For ptrigt > 5 GeV/c, the jet-like peak has similar width
in η and φ that is consistent with d + Au reference
measurements. The full distributions for the two projections
are shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 for central
Au + Au and d + Au minimum bias, for 4 < ptrigt < 5 and
passoct > 2 GeV/c. The similarity suggests that, for high p
trig
t ,
the near-side jet-like peak arises from jet fragmentation in a
vacuum, with little modification by the medium for passoct >
2 GeV/c. Note that this observation does not preclude
significant jet energy loss prior to fragmentation of the leading
parton.
VI. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RIDGE,
ptrigt DEPENDENCE
The yield of the jet-like peak YηJ and the yield of the ridge
Yridge are obtained by suitable integrals over Eqs. (5) and (6):
Y
η
J =
∫ 0.7
−0.7
dη
dNJ
dη
(η), (8)
Yridge =
∫ 1.7
−1.7
dη
dN
dη
∣∣∣∣
−0.7,0.7
− Bφ[−0.7, 0.7] − YηJ .
(9)
Figure 4 shows Yridge as function of ptrigt for central Au +
Au collisions, using ZYAM to normalize the background level.
Significant ridge yield is observed for all ptrigt , in particular for
p
trig
t > 6 GeV/c, where jet fragmentation is expected to be
the dominant hadron production mechanism even in nuclear
collisions [12,13].
A. Independent estimate of lower bound on ridge yield
The preceding conclusion relies on both the two-component
model of jet and background and the ZYAM background
normalization assumption and v2 correction for background.
However, ZYAM does not provide a strict lower or upper bound
on the combinatorial di-hadron background. An estimate of the
combinatorial background that is systematically independent
of these assumptions can be obtained by attributing the recoil
yield entirely to elliptic flow and comparing the near-side yield
(small φ) to the recoil yield in the ridge region |η| > 0.7.
Because finite jet-correlated recoil yield has been observed
over background for ptrigt > 6 GeV/c and passoct > 2 GeV/c
[5], this procedure overestimates the near-side combinatorial
background and therefore underestimates the extracted ridge
yield. Full correction for this effect requires theoretical model-
ing that is beyond the scope of the present work. To minimize
 [GeV/c]t,trigp
3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5
rid
ge
Y
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.2
Au+Au central, ZYAM normalization
Ridge
FIG. 4. Ridge yield [Eq. (9)] in |η| < 1.7 and 2 GeV/c <
passoct < p
trig
t as a function of p
trig
t . Solid lines are the systematic
uncertainty due to v2.
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this effect we use the observation that the combinatorial
background level is dominantly a function only ofpassoct [5] and
we estimate the maximum background yield for all ptrigt using
the recoil distribution for 4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c, where the
jet-correlated recoil yield in central events is small compared to
the background for passoct > 2 GeV/c. A possible multiplicity
bias due to the presence of a high-pt trigger particle is
estimated to be around 0.1%. This bias provides a significant
lower bound to the ridge yield.
Figure 5 shows dN/dφ|0.7,1.4 [Eq. (3)] for 6 < ptrigt <
10 GeV/c (solid circles) and 4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c (triangles),
for 2 < passoct < 4 GeV/c. No background correction has been
applied; note the suppressed zero on the vertical axis. Error
bars are statistical. The systematic uncertainty of associated
hadron yields is dominated by a 5% uncertainty in the
tracking efficiency (φ,η) in Eq. (1). The high-pt tracks
used for these distributions are long, relatively straight tracks
with similar topology; therefore, the uncorrelated systematic
uncertainty of the distributions in Fig. 5 is negligible relative
to the statistical errors.
The shaded band in the figure shows the fit of the function
k1 + k2 · cos(2φ) to the recoil distribution in the region 2 <
|φ| < π for 4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c. A small but significant
excess is seen at |φ| < 0.5 for the signal relative to the
band for both 4 < ptrigt < 6 GeV/c and 6 < p
trig
t < 10 GeV/c,
corresponding to the ridge yield. The measured distributions
undershoot this background estimate in the region 0.5 <
φ < 1.5, which may indicate that this method overestimates
the background somewhat because of the presence of a small
recoil yield even for the lower ptrigt selection. However, it is
also possible that the presence of a trigger locally depletes
the correlated yield relative to an uncorrelated background,
in which case the ZYAM procedure would underestimate
the background and the alternative procedure would be more
appropriate.
The solid line with the light shaded band around it in Fig. 5
indicates the combinatorial background estimation using the
ZYAM assumption. By construction, this assumption does not
admit an undershoot of the measured distribution relative to
the background. Larger ridge yield is estimated using this
technique. Note that these estimates do not provide a strict
lower bound on the background and, therefore, do not provide
a strict upper bound on the ridge yield. The present uncertainty
on the background level also precludes a well-constrained
measurement of width φ, which has recently been proposed
as a potential way to discriminate models for the origin of the
ridge yield [32].
Based on these two independent estimates for the back-
ground level and shape, we conclude that a significant near-side
ridge yield is present for 6 < ptrigt < 10 GeV/c, indicating that
the ridge is indeed correlated with jet production in central
Au + Au collisions.
VII. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RIDGE,
passoct DEPENDENCE
Figure 6 shows the pt spectrum of associated particles
in the ridge, Yridge (left) and the jet-like peak, YηJ (right)
[see Eqs. (9) and (8), respectively]. We only consider ptrigt >
4 GeV/c, where the jet-like peak as defined here is symmetric
in η and φ and the peak widths are similar to the d + Au
reference measurements. Table III characterizes the spectra
through their inverse slope parameter T from the fit of an
exponential function, dN
dpt
∝ pte−pt /T .
The jet-like spectrum is significantly harder than the
inclusive spectrum and similar to the d + Au reference
measurement, whereas the ridge spectrum is softer, though
still harder than the inclusive spectrum. For 4 < ptrigt <
6 GeV/c, the normalized jet-like yield per trigger is similar
in central Au + Au and d + Au collisions, whereas at 6 <
p
trig
t < 10 GeV/c the yield is slightly enhanced in Au + Au
collisions.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The similarity of peak shape and pt distribution of the
jet-like yield in central Au + Au and d + Au collisions, in
contrast to the softer passoct distribution and the approximately
TABLE III. Slope parameter T from an exponential fit (see Fig. 6)
to the passoct spectrum in different p
trig
t bins for ridge-like (Tridge)
and jet-like (Tjet) near-side correlations and T dAujet for the d + Au
reference measurement (statistical error only). The slope of the
inclusive spectrum is T = 355 ± 6 MeV/c.
p
trig
t (GeV/c) Tridge (MeV/c) Tjet (MeV/c) T dAujet (MeV/c)
4–6 416 ± 22 598 ± 21 647 ± 24
6–10 514 ± 148 702 ± 47 723 ± 86
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η-independent shape of the ridge yield in central Au + Au
collisions, supports the picture that the near-side correlation at
high ptrigt in central Au + Au collisions consists of two distinct
components: a vacuum jet fragmentation contribution, similar
to that seen in p + p and d + Au reference measurements, and
the ridge contribution, with properties similar to bulk particle
production.
Currently available models of ridge formation [18–26]
provide only qualitative guidance about the underlying physics
of the ridge, not quantitative predictions at sufficient precision
to exclude a given picture based on the present measurements.
All current models generate a softer spectrum for the ridge
yield than for the jet-like associated yield and describe
qualitatively the results in Fig. 6. The models involving
turbulent color fields [19,20] predict a broadening of the jet-
like peak in η, which is not observed in these measurements
at high pt . The observed longitudinal extent of the ridge
(|η| > 1.5) indicates qualitatively that the ridge is formed
early in the evolution of the fireball (for example, as color
flux tubes from a CGC initial state [25,26]) and disfavors the
gluon radiation [18] and the turbulent color field mechanisms
[19,20], which invoke final-state partonic energy loss and
(subsequent) coupling of the radiated gluons to the bulk matter
or color fields. The momentum kick model [21] and the trigger
bias model [23,24] may accommodate the width of the ridge,
though with assumptions about the momentum distribution and
density of the thermal background and the radial flow boost
of the underlying p + p event that are not yet constrained by
available data on inclusive yields and spectra, in addition to
other correlation measurements. Another model attributes the
ridge structure to heating of the medium and hadronization by
quark recombination from QCD matter and seems to reproduce
preliminary versions of the measurement [22] but does not
treat longitudinal dynamics explicitly. We anticipate that the
measurements of the correlation shapes and yields in this
article should lead to a reassessment of the various models
and a more quantitative confrontation of the models with the
measurements.
In summary, the analysis of di-hadron η×φ correlations
in central Au + Au collisions reveals a more complex structure
of the near-side correlation than that expected from p + p
and d + Au reference measurements, namely the observation
of additional correlated yield at large η (the ridge). New
detailed measurements of the shape and the ptrigt and passoct
dependence of the ridge- and jet-like contributions support the
picture that the near-side two-particle correlation consists of
two distinct components: a η-independent ridge contribution
with properties similar to inclusive particle production and
a jet contribution similar to that seen in p + p and d + Au
reference measurements. Various mechanisms have already
been proposed for the formation of the ridge in heavy-ion
collisions. The measurements presented here are expected to
rule out or constrain some of the proposed models.
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